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INTRODUCTION
For years now, vehicles have adopted electronic components to become cleaner, safer, 
and more user-friendly. They are now made smarter by the addition of semiconductor 
components to sense, compute, and wirelessly connect. Microcontrollers (MCU) and 
microprocessors (MPU) aimed for transportation purposes that lean on specialized 
software are not easily portable across multiple computer chips, which limits the 
semiconductor components that can be used within vehicle electronics. This is one 
reason why planning for memory extensibility by design is desirable.
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Both MCUs and MPUs operate by executing 
machine code stored in a memory that the central 
processing unit (CPU) must access. The way a 
particular processor is architected to execute 
software from memory can be classified into 
two categories: closed architecture and open 
architecture. Usually, the software runs only 
from memory built into the system-on-chip for 
closed architecture devices. The most simple and 
constrained embedded devices rely on MCUs 
built with an integrated non-volatile memory 
(NVM) for software. In contrast, open architecture 
devices allow for memory expansion using external 
components. The predominant memory architecture 
for microprocessors (MPU) is open architecture, 
and for the microcontroller, memory integration is 
the typical configuration with a closed architecture. 
Over the last few years though, more hybrid options 
have been introduced into the market including 
NXP’s i.MX RT crossover MCU series.

There are volatile and non-volatile options for 
external memory. An example of volatile memory is 
DRAM, used in personal computers or smartphones. 
Examples of non-volatile memory types are NAND 
flash and NOR flash. NOR flash uniquely allows for 
fast and random accesses necessary to run software. 
NOR flash provides an NVM option for open 
architecture designs due to its robustness, energy 
profile, and reliability. When an MCU or MPU uses 
external flash for software execution, the term of art 
associated with the software execution is Execute 
in Place, also known as XiP. An MCU or MPU that 
supports XiP includes internal mechanisms to fetch 
machine code from the external NOR flash device 
and execute software.

Figure 1. Closed Architecture vs Open Architecture
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HISTORY OF MEMORY ARCHITECTURES
The closed architecture running code from an integrated NVM is not a new concept. The 
first MCUs introduced in the market were based on a closed architecture executing software 
from an NVM implemented in a read-only memory (ROM) while the embedded read or 
write system memory (RAM) was used for storing variables and temporary data. 

The XiP for open architectures became most known when parallel NOR flash was 
popularized. The closed architecture with internal RAM and flash is still used today, but 
limited mainly to embedded systems with smaller flash sizes. Commonly, open architecture 
becomes optimal for high-performance systems as flash memories cannot physically 
follow the same technology as the newest CPUs in a cost-effective manner.

For applications tending to limit power consumption (such as cell phones), running massive amounts 
of code out of DRAM leads to inefficiency. Therefore, external parallel NOR flash devices were 
used in the early days of cell phone design because DRAM tends to consume more power as it 
needs to be periodically refreshed. Moreover, NOR flash is a robust form of storage; collecting 
and executing code out of NOR flash implies that a smaller density of DRAM (cellular RAM or 
PSRAM for cell phones in its early days) was required, further reducing the total system cost.

Another key factor to consider is boot up time: transferring large amounts of code from NVM to 
DRAM and executing the code in DRAM requires a longer time to start. XiP significantly reduces 
booting time compared to copying code to DRAM for specific operations, like PCI-e which 
requires at least 100ms or less to boot up. With XiP, critical system functions can be directly 
executed from external memory, without spending the time transferring code to DRAM. 

XiP from NOR flash became commonplace in the general embedded open architecture system by 
introducing a multi-lane (quad or octal) serial interface. The serial NOR flash represents significant 
pin savings over parallel NOR flash, remarkably reducing the controller’s pin count, which translates 
into lower packaging costs. In addition, the quad-lane serial flash can transfer data four times faster 
than a single-lane at the same clock frequency and up to 8 times faster in octal-lane flash. As a 
result, serial NOR flash has gained momentum among XiP open architectures in general embedded 
systems, primarily due to power and cost savings, coupled with a reduction of bootup times.
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SERIAL NOR FLASH XIP IN AUTOMOTIVE
Engineers are extending the traditional use of flash memory as data storage into applications that address 
the smart vehicles’ needs. Driving these requirements are trends associated to connectivity and edge 
intelligence.

Today’s smart vehicles require a host of new capabilities which incluede LTE, Wi-Fi cameras, and Bluetooth-
assisted access control. The evolution of smart vehicles couples tightly with opportunities enabling wireless 
connectivity. Standardized protocols for LTE, Wi-Fi, and other wireless connectivity options costs memory 
requirements and space for code. 

Simultaneously with connectivity, there are other massive code size needs related to edge intelligence. 
Enhanced human-machine interfaces (HMI) and advanced machine learning through neural networks require 
large data arrays that must be quickly accessed. These necessities match closely to the advantages of both 
open architectures and serial NOR flash devices. 

This paper explores why XiP is pursued in the Automotive industry and the numerous benefits it has on the 
vehicle architecture. 

Figure 2. Connectivity and Telematics
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SMART VEHICLES: RICH USER INTERFACES AND CONNECTIVITY

New capabilities such as intelligent car access and assisted driving in the 
smart vehicle are the driving forces behind XiP.  Upon taking a closer look 
we can see how each new application contributes to the demand for XiP 
capabilities. In addition, there are system integration requirements for 
continuous software improvements, connectivity, and security for many 
application cases.1 To support constant software improvements, embedded 
systems built with the option of XiP allow for the memory requirements 
to grow.   Furthermore, system memory is often up-sized to allow robust 
firmware updates and often times it is doubled to allow a backup or  
fallback image.

Connectivity implementations are increasing the number and types of 
wireless interfaces that the smart vehicle must support. First, there is the user 
experience vector within the vehicle, connecting drivers and passengers to 
Wi-Fi and Bluetooth as mobile phones become a central component in our 
day-to-day living. The second vector relates to services offered by the vehicle 
through telematics as the vehicle itself embeds LTE modems and links them 
directly to online monitoring and services, requiring software stacks that take 
up significant code space.2

Finally, there are stringent security concerns traversing all the other 
integration requirements, as it has to be considered across several aspects of 
the embedded design. Current cryptographic algorithms are increasing code 
size and placing additional demands on the embedded systems. Even though 
hardware-based cryptography has come a long way over the last years, 
protocols involved in establishing secure connections are still demanded, 
together with steps and procedures that must apply to assure reliability. For 
both, the case of supporting fully software-based cryptography and security 
algorithms or hardware-accelerated require additional code space. These 
integration requirements call for an increased need for memory expansion 
through open architectures with options, such as XiP. 

From the software perspective, supporting continuous improvements 
requires an approach with dependencies around open-source community-
based software components. Open source is essential for graphics libraries, 
connectivity, and security stacks. Their attributes emphasize on working on 
diverse platforms rather than size optimizations, leading again to a demand 
for memory expansion. Together with software design choices that rely on 
open source, there is the latent need to work well with ecosystems provided 
by the major smart phone operating system providers.

ADVANTAGES OF  
OPEN ARCHITECTURE

Whether for adding connectivity 
or addressing machine learning 
challenges, there is no denying that 
memory expansion is a common need 
across embedded designs. Memory 
can be added internally to a device 
as an alternative to external memory 
with XiP functionality, so the choice of 
memory architecture for the MCU/MPU 
must be explored. 

So, what makes open architecture 
with XiP more attractive? From 
an embedded system designer 
perspective, the most crucial aspect 
of XiP is the associated scalability 
because external memory options can 
scale in performance and integration, 
offering a broad range of use cases 
addressed with the same processor. 
Besides, only the external memory 
device must be changed if higher 
memory or faster memory is required 
–instead of replacing the main MCU  
or MPU. 

Many aspects of the hardware and 
software design are leveraged as 
product requirements change, in 
contrast with closed architectures 
when choosing to scale external 
memory. For instance, manufacturers 
can leverage the common external 
serial NOR flash PCB footprints to 
offer an easy upgrade path from Mbits 
up to the Gbit range for the latest 
memories when producing multiple 
product skews or adding new features, 
ensuring faster time to market, as well 
as lowering development costs. 
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Additionally, the external serial NVM alternatives in the 
market can be optimized for wafer capabilities, leading to a 
lower cost-per-bit of memory than internal memory options. 
In other words, systems that depend on XiP will be more 
affordable than processors that integrate large amounts of 
memory. Also, the cost-effectiveness increases when the 
system requires external NVM as many designs rely on serial 
NOR flash for data storage. Therefore, taking advantage 
of XiP in such a system represents the added system cost 
for code storage only when the bigger memory is needed 
to support the code size requirements. In short: there is 
no added cost due to PCB design or power management 
design as the serial NOR flash is already in the system. 

The capabilities related to quality and robustness sum a 
lot of value together with the cost benefits of optimized 
technology that serial NOR flash brings. The serial NOR 
flash products typically offer wide temperature ranges,  
long data retention, and plentiful write-erase cycles.  
Also, serial NOR flash devices are manufactured on larger 
geometries than today’s processors. This allows NVM such 
as serial NOR flash to be used in harsh environments as 

those required for automotive designs.  As the processor  
is generally pushing the limits of silicon wafer design, it 
would not be able to integrate the NVM and keep all  
same attributes as offered by the specialized serial NOR 
flash devices. 

There is a trend for processor architecture and performance 
that contributes to the adoption of XiP along with cost, 
robustness, and system scalability. Over the last years, 
industry-standard CPUs (such as those provided by Arm®) 
have enhanced their architectures to work better with 
cache-based systems, a relevant aspect of XiP. Besides, 
as processors are integrated into smaller manufacturing 
processes, their associated operation frequencies are being 
boosted to gigahertz speeds; cache-based architectures and 
high CPU speeds mitigate latencies introduced by serializing 
memory interfaces. As a result, memory access times 
are no longer a gating factor for an embedded system’s 
performance. Thus, serial NOR flash and XiP provide a 
path for the right mix of energy efficiency and performance 
needed for today’s embedded systems. 
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REASONS FOR CHOOSING NOR FLASH
The NOR flash is a robust and reliable storage with fast READ speeds and random-access 
capability, making it ideal for code storage and execution –specifically suitable for XiP. In the 
latest years, the logic process nodes shrank, but the flash process node did not decrease at the 
same rate: the embedded flash memory is hard to achieve beyond specific process nodes gated 
by the logic process. Since systems become more complex, both the code size increases and 
the need for larger code storage fueled the demand for flash memories to be external devices, 
resulting in fast adopting open architecture memory subsystems. The need for embedded system 
performance and code space is driven by the fact that today’s vehicles must integrate a staggering 
amount of functionality in the form of lines of code.[3] As illustrated by the prior graphic, there 
are actually more lines of code in the vehicle than aircraft, space craft, and even operating 
systems. This trend is apparent in the automobile, for industrial applications and others. This 
contributes to the need for the advancements in serial NOR flash capabilities and processors.

As a result, the need for an external NOR flash with a low pin count has risen –in which serial NOR 
flash became the natural default. Meanwhile, serial NOR has progressed from single-lane read to multi-
lane read capabilities such as quad (4-lane) and octal (8-lane). This performance upgrade significantly 
enables XiP and its benefits: power and costs savings in addition to boot time improvement.

Today’s Vehicle contains >200 million lines of code
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787

Figure 4. Lines of code comparison with a modern vehicle

The car today contains more 
software than any other 
embedded system and most 
computer applications.
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While open architecture calls for added security requirements, most automotive applications expect an 
additional layer of  reliability and performance. Integrated Silicon Solution Inc. (ISSI) offers serial NOR flash 
families with added error correction code, AX mode, and security –optimizing flash access instructions and 
features. Their IS25 family of serial NOR flash devices provide a practical and viable solution to address  
those requirements.6 Note not all products have every feature supported. Contact flash@issi.com for  
more information.

Error correction code (ECC)  

ISSI offers serial NOR flash devices with inline ECC capability that makes them backward compatible 
with standard memory –dramatically enhancing data robustness and quality, simplifying system-level 
design, saving power, and reducing the memory footprint on the board. The added ECC capability 
makes it ideal for high-reliability applications, especially the safety-critical applications in the 
automotive segment, helping to achieve the required functional safety defined by ISO 26262.

AX Read Mode

ISSI serial NOR flash devices offer AX read and AutoBoot modes for reading the data from the 
flash. The two are used for fast execution, requiring only an address to output data for random 
access. During power-on, the AX read mode cannot be directly accessed. Instead, the AutoBoot 
mode enables boot code to be sequentially read as it does not require a starting address or a read 
command. Starting address can be omitted by assigning a preselected address through a register 
setting. AX read mode operation is enabled by applying mode bits during the dummy period. Mode 
bits consist of 8 bits (M7 to M0). Enabling the AX read operation where subsequent read execution 
skips the command code when M[7:4]=1010(Ah) and M[3:0]=X (where X is don’t care) and the flash 
device exits the AX read operation when the mode bits are different from AXh. Both AutoBoot 
mode and AX read mode are designed to enhance the performance of Open Architecture memory 
subsystems.7

Figure 5.  ISSI SPI flash for automotive
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Security and Protection1

ISSI addresses system vulnerabilities by utilizing key security features built into 
the QSPI/xSPI flash devices as the demand for secure flash solutions continue to 
expand in order to keep pace with the latest sophisticated hacking techniques. 
Their key security features are: 

• BGA package: protecting the device from malicious probing by unwanted 
users. The BGA package’s balls are contained on the bottom of the device 
and soldered directly to the PCB. Traces to these balls can be embedded 
throughout a multi-layered PCB to prevent unwanted access. ISSI offers two 
types of 24-ball TFBGA packages to support SPI NOR devices: a 4x6 ball and a 
5x5 ball array. 

• Hardware write-protect: providing dedicated WP# pin in all of ISSI’s SPI flash 
for USON, WSON, SOIC, and BGA packages. The WP# pin protects the Status 
Register from being written. The Status Register bits contain controls for Quad 
Enable, Block Protection, and the WriteEnable Latch.

• Unique ID: using a 128-bit serial number implemented by ISSI to verify 
component authenticity, which cannot be changed but could be used with 
other critical system components such as microprocessors to reduce the threat 
of component swapping.

• OTP Area: allowing system designers to implement a hash type of algorithm on 
the memory array to generate an original value that can be stored in the One 
Time Programmable area (OTP) to verify code authenticity. The system uses the 
same algorithm to re-compute this value and compares it to the original value 
stored in OTP. If these values mismatch, the system could be compromised, 
requiring a follow-up action until problem resolution.

• Block protection: preventing accidental or malicious programming and erases 
through user-selectable locking blocks. These areas are temporarily locked and 
prevent unauthorized changes to the device.

• Advanced Sector Protection (ASP): allowing individual sector locking, which can 
be controlled by volatile register bits (dynamic protection bits) or non-volatile 
register bits (persistent protection bits). The Gang Sector/Block lock and unlock 
instructions provide a quick method to clear or set all Dynamic Protection Bits 
(DYB) bits at once. A 64-bit one-time programmable password can further 
protect the Persistent Protection Bits (PPB) changes. 

• Replay Protection Monotonic Counter (RPMC): providing a building block 
for extra security, adding incremental monotonic counting to code and data 
storage in boot memory, preserving the uniqueness while helping to make 
systems more resistant to both rollbacks and replay attacks.

1 Not all products have every feature supported.  Please contact Flash@issi.com for more information
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ESSENTIAL PROCESSOR FEATURES
Aligning to the need for memory expansion, NXP has developed entire product lines of crossover 
microcontrollers. One recent example is the i.MX RT1170 crossover MCU, combining the advanced levels  
of computing power and peripherals: 

The memory architecture within the i.MX RT1170 allows for XiP from Serial NOR flash to supplement its 
features. The microcontroller integration with an intelligent serial peripheral interface (Dual Channel QSPI) 
external memory controller is central to the XiP support. This memory controller peripheral supports a 
synchronous serial protocol that relies on data and clock signals like a standard SPI. Besides operating as 
traditional SPI, these enhanced peripherals also serve as system memory controllers to better support the XiP 
use case. They can take internal bus transfers generated in the i.MXRT1170 crossover MCU and translate them 
into the proper serial commands needed to interact with the external memory; in this way, hardware accelerates 
data transfers from the external memory. The instructions and data residing in external serial NOR flash are 
directly fed into the CPU pipeline or other chip peripherals based on memory transfers occurring inside the 
chip’s microarchitecture. One of those memory controllers is the FlexSPI, NXP’s latest generation of serial flash 
memory controllers. The i.MX RT crossover processors integrate FlexSPI technologies and help enhance XiP –it 
is represented in the below block diagram.7

Figure 6. i.MX RT1170 block diagram 
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The 64bit AHB bus is the interface to 
the system bus, which will come from  
a CPU or other on-chip masters (like  
an LCD controller).

The IPS BUS is an external interface 
but allows the software to directly 
send commands to the NOR flash 
device through the FlexSPI register 
model. This interface is also used to 
initialize and configure the external 
serial flash, as it can be used to initiate 
the process of sending commands.

Connected to the AHB_CTL block, 
transmit (TX) and receive (RX) buffers 
prefetch data when reading the 
external memory to improve latency 
and overall compute performance  
for the XiP operation.

The sequence control block (SEQ_CTL) 
is a large look-up table holding preset 
instructions for different serial flash 
operations such as read, erase and 
program. The SEQ_CTL links access 
from the 64-bit AHB bus to the read 
command sequence, which is sent 
to the external serial flash. Not every 
flash will have the same command set 
or I/O interface. 

Figure 7. FlexSPI BLOCK DIAGRAM
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The sequence control engine is programmable for adjusting the SPI transfers 
based on the command set defined by the serial flash, allowing processors  
(like the i.MX RT1170) to interface with a broad range of external flash types  
and capabilities. Furthermore, this flexibility enables the crossover processor  
to utilize flash attributes that play a critical role in supporting the most capable 
XiP embedded systems. 

CONCLUSION
Consumer demands for innovative and helpful features continuously change in 
the automotive space and the whole electronic world, creating new trends for 
engineers to work with. Richer human-machine interactions influence all aspects 
of embedded design.

As vehicles become smarter and demand more resources, considering memory 
architecture and planning for scalability is essential to reliable, successful, and 
robust systems. With the open architecture and Execute-In-Place (XiP) operation, 
embedded designs can be flexible enough to match these demands and ensure 
design efficiency. 
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